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Abstract: An algorithm is described for the numerical solution of a free boundary problem using continuation. The 
problem considered is a quasi-steady problem arising in electrochemical machining. The domain of the problem is 
mapped onto a square and the governing nonlinear equations are discretised using finite differences. A Newton-like 
iteration is employed for the solution of the nonlinear algebraic system and global convergence is achieved by means 
of continuation. Numerical results are included. 
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1. Introduction 
This note describes a fixed domain method for the numerical solution of a free boundary 
problem which might arise in electrochemical machining. The ideas behind this method of 
shaping tough metals are described in the text by McGeough [4] and in the article by McGeough 
and Rasmussen [5]. The piece of metal which is being shaped forms the anode in an electrolytic 
cell, and the cathode is formed from a softer metal which has been machined to a shape 
complementary to that required on the anode. A steady voltage is applied across the gap between 
the electrodes and an electrolyte solution flows through the gap. High current density causes the 
anode to erode and, as the anode dissolves, the cathode is moved towards the anode at a constant 
velocity. 
The mathematical model considered here describes an equilibrium situation in which a 
constant value is assigned to the recession rate of the anode surface measured normal to that 
surface. If the normal recession rate, the constant applied voltage and the cathode shape are 
prescribed, the problem is that of determining the equilibrium shape of the anode surface. 
Free surface problems for elliptic partial differential equations arise in a wide range of 
applications and examples of the occurrence of such problems may be found in the text by 
Ockendon and Hodgkins [8]. Normally the solution of a free boundary problem can only be 
obtained using numerical techniques. The reader is referred to the workshop proceedings by 
Albrecht et al. [l] and to the articles by Christiansen and Rasmussen [3] and Meyer [6,7] for 
descriptions of some of the approximation methods which have proved successful. 
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Here we consider a problem which is described by Fig. 1. The region R in the (x, y ) plane is 
bounded by the straight lines AD and BC on which x = 0 and x = 1. respectively. and by the 
curves AB and DC which have equations J’ = h(x) and J’ = g(x), respectively. AB is the known 
cathode surface and DC is the unknown anode surface. R is the gap between the electrodes and 
+(x, I’) is the value of the electric potential at the point (x, y) in R. It is assumed that AB and 
DC are equipotentials and that the electric field has no x component on AD or BC. The 
recession rate normal to DC at any point on DC is proportional to the normal current density [4] 
and it is therefore proportional to the normal component of the electric field, by Ohm’s law. The 
constancy of the normal recession rate is thus described by assigning a constant value to the 
gradient of + normal to DC. 
The problem outlined above is described by the equations 
v*+=O in R= {(x, y):O<x<l, h(x)<y<g(x)}, (1.1) 
x=0 on AD= {(x, y):x=O, h(O)<y<g(O)}, 
$=O on BC= {(x, y):x=l, h(l)<y<g(l)}, 
(1.2) 
(1.3) 
+=O on AB= {(x, ~):O<x<l, y=h(x)}, (1.4) 
+=l and $=a on DC= ((x, y):O<x<l, y=g(x)}. (1.5a.b) 
The additional constraints 
g’(x)=0 and h’(x)=0 at x=0,1 (1.6) 
avoid incompatibilities in the boundary conditions at the corner points A, B, C and D. In the 
above equations a/an denotes a normal derivative and a superposed dash denotes a derivative 
with respect to x. (Y is a prescribed constant which is related to the recession rate. The cathode 
profile y = h(x), 0 < x 6 1, is given and the free boundary problem is that of determining g(x). 
0 G x G 1, such that equations (l.l)-(1.6) are satisfied. 
Fig. 1. Model of the electrochemical machining problem. 
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The objective of this note is to describe an algorithm based on a globally convergent Newton 
iteration for the solution of the free boundary problem outlined above. A transformation is 
introduced which maps R into a fixed square and the transformed equations are discretised to 
yield a system of nonlinear algebraic equations. This system is solved by a Newton-like method 
to produce an approximation to g(x), 0 < x < 1, and global convergence of the iteration is 
achieved by means of continuation. The problem is imbedded in a one-parameter family of 
problems and the imbedding is chosen so that one value of the parameter-the initial 
value-corresponds to a problem whose solution is readily obtained, whilst some other value-the 
final value-corresponds to the problem under consideration here. The continuation process 
involves an adjustment of the real parameter from the initial value to the final value in a finite 
number of steps, and the solution at any step serves as an initial estimate for the local iteration at 
the next step. 
The application of the algorithm to the electrochemical machining problem is described in the 
following sections. However, it should be possible to apply the techniques gainfully to other free 
boundary problems for which good initial estimates are not readily available for the iterative 
process. Continuation methods have been described by Ortega and Rheinboldt [9]. and recent 
developments are described in the text by Wacker [lo] and in the review article by Allgower and 
Georg [2]. 
2. Differential and difference equations 
Introduce new independent variables E and 17, where 
<=x and 17 = (.v - h(x))/(g(x) -h(x)) 
and let Q(X, ~9) = $(t, 77). Equation (1.1) becomes 
where 
F= a27 --H.G=2gH and H=[[$r+($j2 
ax2 
-1 
1 . (2.3) 
The derivatives of 77 which appear in (2.3) are given by 
a77 -[h’+q(gf-ho] aq -= 
ax (g-h) * b=inlh). 
aI7 [-h"(g-h)+2h'(g'-h')-71(g-h)(g"-h")+217(g'-h')2] I (2.4) -= ax2 k h)* 
where a superposed dash represents differentiation with respect to ,$ or x. The boundary 
conditions (1.2)-( 1 Sa) transform to 
a$,?@=0 onE=O,l and q~(O,l), (2.5) 
+(<,O)=O for5E [O, 11, (2.6) 
+(E, l)=l for5E [0, I]. (2.7) 
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Condition (1.5b) takes the form 
w hr-h) -= 
377 (1 + ( gy2j1’2 
onn=l and [~[0,1]. (2.8) 
We now imbed the problem in a family of problems created by the replacements 
(Y + 1 +(a - 1)t = a(t), 
a) -+ wt = a, tL i 
(2.9) 
where t E R. From the infinite family of problems associated with t E [0, l] we select a finite 
sequence of problems given by the values t = t,, t,, . . . , t,, where t, = 0, t,, = 1 and t, -c t, < . . . 
< t,. The function 4 which solves the free boundary problem associated with t = t, (v = 
0, l,..., m) will have its value at (5, 77) E [0, l] X [0, l] denoted by 1c/(& n, t,), and the corre- 
sponding value of g at < E [0, l] will be denoted by g( 5, t,). The equations for the determination 
of $(t, n, t,) and g([, t,) are obtained from (2.1)-(2.8) on replacing (Y by (Y (t,) and h( 5) by 
h( 5, t,). It is immediately obvious that the solution of the problem associated with t = t, is 
#(L 9, to) = 77, g(L to> = I. (2.10ab) 
The square (<, 7) E [0, l] x [0, l] is discretised and, for v = 0, 1,. . . , m - 1, the discrete approxi- 
mation to the solution of the problem associated with t = t, is used as an initial estimate in an 
iterative process for the discrete approximation to the solution at t = tv+,. The problem given by 
t = t, is that described by equations (2.1)-(2.8). 
The square 2 with boundary 3R is discretised by the lines t = 5; = id and TJ = qj = jS, where 
i=O, l,..., I; j=O, l,..., J and Id = Ji3 = 1. The approximations to rc/(t;, vi, t,) and g(t,, t,) 
which satisfy the discretised problem are ideally denoted by #,,,.v and gi.“, respectively. However, 
to simplify the notation we drop the subscript v and represent the approximations by J/,,, and g,, 
respectively. Thus $i.j is the value of a grid function q3 at 5 = [,, 17 = q,, t = t, and g, is the 
value of a grid function g, at 5 = [,, t = t,. For consistency the values of h( <,, t,) and (Y( t,) are 
denoted by h, and (Y, respectively. The discrete approximations will always be associated with a 
value of t in the set { t,}~~‘=o and the appropriate value of t should be apparent from the context. 
The discretisation method adopted here involves the replacement of derivatives by central 
differences. The difference approximation to (2.2) at 6 = &, 77 = ?I, (and t = t,) may be written as 
(1 - f’F;.,)#,.,-i -2(l + HJ.,‘*/d’)IC,,, +(l + fSF,,j)#,,j+i =K,.,, (2.11) 
where 
- 0.256,.,,6 
Kf.i= d(rC/;+i,j+i -#r+i.,-I 
H;.,S2 
- 4%,.,+, + $i-I.,-i> - d’(+;+i.j + +i-1.j) 
and the subscripts on F, G and H have the obvious significance. This equation is solved for 
i=O, l,..., I and j = 1, 2,. . . , J - 1 subject to the boundary conditions 
J,-L, = A.,? A+,., =41-l., forj=O,l,..., J, (2.12) 
and 
$;,o = 07 +i._/ = 1 for i=O, 1 ,..., I. (2.13) 
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Condition (2.12) arises from the Neumann boundary conditions on [ = 0 and E = 1 and this 
condition permits the elimination of approximations on the fictitious grid lines 5 = -d and 
5 = 1 + d. The expressions F,,,, G,.j and H,,, which appear in (2.11) are given by (2.3) and (2.4). 
They are defined in Appendix 1. 
The algorithm in the next section describes the iterative solution for the grid functions +L3 and 
g, associated with the problem t = t,. Equations (2.11)-(2.13) enable us to update \cA. whilst the 
mechanism for updating g, is provided by (2.8) the second condition on the free boundary at 
17 = 1. The approximation to a\i//Cis at E = E,, 17 = 1 (and t = t,) is denoted by ( qv), and this is 
approximated, using one-sided differences, by 
(G,), = (11 - 18+1,1-r + 9J/,.,-, - 2+,.,-,)/(60 
The discretised form of (2.8) may now be written as 





Equation (2.15) is conveniently regarded as a system of nonlinear equations in g, = 
[g,, g,, . . _, g,lT and it is written symbolically as 
F(f”, 8,) = 0, (2.17) 
where 9: R x IX’+’ + OX’+]. The algorithm described later makes reference to (2.17) and we 
shall see in that description that it is convenient to include the subscript v in (2.17). 
The solution of (2.17) is effected using a Newton-like iteration and we therefore consider the 
formation of the Jacobian, 3, of the nonlinear mapping. The element of this Jacobian arising 
from the derivative of the left hand side of the ith equation in (2.15) with respect to the kth 
component of g, is denoted by y,,L and it is defined by 
2j.i=(Jl,,),.k-2adq,.k fori,k=O,l,..., I. (2.18) 
In (2.18) the second subscript denotes differentiation with respect to g,, the k th component of 
g,. It is readily shown that q,,l, = 0 if Ii - kl > 1 and q,.i = qi/( g, - A,), 
4,.,-l = -q,.,+, = hL+, -g,-1)/[4d*+(gi+l -A’]. 
Here gi+, = gi_ 1 for i = 0, I. To evaluate the quantity ( #q),.kr which denotes the rate of change 
of a$/art with respect to g, at t = 5,, q= 1 (and t = t,), we construct a system of boundary 
value problems. Differentiate equations (2.11) (2.12) and (2.13) with respect to g, and denote the 
derivative of #,., by + ,,,, k. The difference equation for 1c/ ,,,. /i, which is solved for i = 0, 1,. . _, I 
and j = 1, 2,. . . , J - 1 at each k = 0, 1,. . . , I, is 
(1 - ;‘C.,)+,.,-l., - 2(1 + H,.,S2/d2)+,,,,k +(l + f’C.j)$r.,+r,k = L,.J.kv (2.19) 
where 
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-~‘/d*[H,.,(+,+l.j.k ++,- L,.k) +4,,.d+,+1., +lC,-,.,I] 
+:W.,&,,,-1 -k,+,)+2~2/d2H r.,. A.,. 
The boundary conditions for each k = 0, 1,. . . , I are 
+-t.~j.X=#1./.k~ #I+I,,.A=+I-,.,A forj=0.13e.qq J (2.20) 
and 
#,.0.X = J/i..!.,: = 0 for i=O, l,..., I. (2.21) 
The expressions F,.,,,. G ,,.,, k and H ,.,. k which appear in (2.19) are obtained by differentiating the 
discretised forms of (2.3) and (2.4) with respect to g,. They are defined in Appendix 2. The 
quantity ( #q),,k in the Jacobian (2.18) is given in terms of the solution of (2.19) by means of a 
one-sided difference approximation analogous to that used in (2.14). The approximation is 
(+n),,l, = (-lW.,-1.~ + 9&.,-2.1, - 2+,.,-,.,)/W). (2.22) 
Difference equations for the grid functions $A and g, are contained in systems (2.11)-(2.13) 
and (2.14)-(2.17), respectively. The Jacobian %(t,, g,) associated with equation (2.17) is 
determined by equations (2.18)-(2.22). In the following section an algorithm is described for an 
iterative solution of the complete system of difference equations. 
3. Solution algorithm 
The algorithm may be regarded as a Newton-like iteration which solves (2.17) for the 
discretised approximation g, associated with t = t,. Continuation is included to ensure conver- 
gence of the iteration for all v = 1, 2.. . . , nz. Let s,, s2.. . . , s,,, be a set of positive integers and 
suppose gyS, s = 0. 1,. . . . s,, denotes the sth approximation to g,. The discrete form of the 
solution (2.10b) associated with t = t, is denoted by g$, so this is an I + 1 component vector and 
each of its components has the value unity. The method differs from the standard Newton 
iteration in that the formation of g,:“, s = 0, 1,. .., s, - 1 is performed using the Jacobian 
appropriate to the solution of the problem with t = t,_ ,. The Jacobian is therefore evaluated only 
nz times throughout the entire iteration. Formation of the Jacobian involves the solution of the 
set of (I + l)‘( J - 1) equations represented by (2.19) and the process is therefore costly. 
The continuation algorithm may be written as 
(A) Set t = t, and (Y = a( t,,). Set up $A at t = t, using (2.10a). Set the initial vector g:’ as 
described above. 
(B) For v = 1, 2.. . . . I?? do 
(a) g,O = g:,- 1. 
(b) Use coefficients at t = t,_, to solve (2.19)-(2.21) and hence form the Jacobian 
f(t,_,, ‘gf) by means of (2.18) and (2.22). 
(c) Set t = t, and (Y = (Y( I,,). 
(d) For s = 0, 1,. . . , s, - 1 do 
(i) Solve (2.11)-(2.13) for $A corresponding to t = t, and g, = gi and hence form 
T( t,,g:) by means of (2.14)-(2.17). 
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(ii) Update g, using the Newton-like step 
s+’ = gy” -Y( tv_,, g,“, +-( t,,, g;). 
(C) The dis:ete approximation to g( 0, E E [O. 11, . IS given by g,“,;. 
Wacker (1978) has discussed the convergence of a continuation algorithm for the solution of a 
nonlinear system like (2.17) using a Newton update step 
SC” = g: -At,, g;)-‘mr,., gys). 
Inter alia. he has given sufficient conditions for convergence and he has discussed the problem of 
minimising the computation effort. 
A few additional details are required to complete the description of the algorithm above. In 
practice an exit is made from loop (d) when the max;mum norm of gi” - g,) is less than a 
preset tolerance, TOL. It is convenient to use a value TOLl for v = 1. 2.. . . . m - 1 and a value 
TOL2 for u = m. where TOL2 6 TOLl. The boundary value problem described by (2.11)-(2.13) 
may be solved in many ways, but the choice of method is not of primary importance here. A 
block Gauss-Seidel, or method of lines, approach was actually used to produce the numerical 
results which are presented in the next section. When solvin, 0 at f = t, the initial estimate is the 
solution corresponding to I = t,, _ 1. The system is solved in a series of sweeps from i = 0 to i = I 
and. for each value of i. the newest estimates are employed in the right hand side of (2.11) for 
those terms with subscripts involving i - 1 or i + 1. Condition (2.12) is used to update values on 
the fictitious lines 5 = -d and 5 = 1 + d as the updates i = 1 and i = I - 1. respectively. are 
obtained. Each sweep involves the inversion of 1+ 1 stable tridiagonal systems, and the iteration 
is terminated when the difference between solutions in consecutive sweeps. measured in the 
maximum norm, is less than TOL. An analogous solution technique is used to solve the system 
described by (2.19)-(2.21). In this case a zero initial estimate is used for each component in the 
first loop v = 1 and. thereafter. the solution at t = t,, _, is used as initial estimate for the iteration 
at t=t,. 
4. Numerical results 
Computations were performed for the problem with cathode profile described by h(s) = cos ITX. 
and results are presented for the parameter values (Y = 0.8, 1.0 and 1.2. The step t,, - f,,_, was set 
to l/m for all v= 1. 2..... ~1 and the tolerance TOL2 was chosen to give a discretised 
approximation to g in which each component is correct to four significant figures. The mesh was 
progressively refined by increasin, 0 / and J until further refinement had no effect on the solution 
to this accuracy. For the parameter values chosen the required accuracy was achieved with 
I = J = 20. Table 1 shows the computed approximation to g(x) at x = O(O.1)l.O. and the results 
are displayed in graphical form in Fig. 2. 
Numerical experiments revealed that convergence problems always occurred with r?r = 1. and 
some convergence problems were evident with m = 2. If the iteration converges with m = mo, 
say, then the computing time increases with m for nz 2 m,, so m should have a value close to the 
minimum value for which the iteration converges. The results shown in Table 1 were obtained 
using m = 4. Experiments also suggested that the computing time decreases as TOLl increases 
within a regime of convergence. This indicates that high accuracy is not essential at t = t,, v -c m. 
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The continuation approach to the numerical solution of free boundary problems contains a 
mechanism which should produce convergent iterations. Continuation also offers the possibility 
of accelerating the convergence of a convergent iteration [lo]. Meyer [6] has indicated that the 
convergence problem is one of the major difficulties associated with the numerical solution of 
free boundary problems. 
Many refinements could be incorporated in the algorithm which is described here. In 
particular, one could examine the Jacobian formation and the construction of the iteration for 
the solution of (2.11)-(2.13). However, the objective here has been to illustrate the role which 
might be played by continuation in achieving convergence rather than to produce a competitive 
method. If a free boundary problem can be suitably imbedded in a family of problems, as 
illustrated in this note. then it should be possible to construct a robust algorithm for the solution 
of the problem. 
Table 1 
Approximation to g(x) for x = O(O.1)l.O at different values of (Y 
a x=0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.1 0.8 0.9 1.0 
0.8 1.987 1.986 1.984 1.980 1.976 1.971 1.966 1.961 1.957 1.955 1.954 
1.0 1.751 1.749 1.744 1.737 1.727 1.716 1.705 1.695 1.687 1.681 1.679 
1.2 1.602 1.599 1.591 1.578 1.562 1.543 1.524 1.507 1.493 1.484 1.481 
Fig. 2. Anode profiles at different values of (Y corresponding to the cathode profile h(x) = cos 71.~. 
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Appendix 1. K,i, G,,j and Hj,j which appear in (2.11) 
The expressions are given by (2.3) and (2.4) in terms of ~TJ/&Y, au/a~, and a ‘7)/as’ at [ = 6,. 
q = 77, (and t = t,). The derivatives of 17 are linear functions of 11 with coefficients which depend 
on 5 = <,, so it will suffice to give expressions for the derivatives which are functions of q on the 
grid line [ = 5,. The expressions for a~/&~. CI~/~J. and a’q/as’ are denoted. respectively. by 
(0,, (q!.), and (L),. To obtain C., from the quantity F, which is defined belonr simply set q 
equal to 77,. Similarly for G,., and H ,,,. 
6 = hJ,H,- G, = 2(71., LH,. H,= [((~,),)l+((ll,.),)z]-‘. 
where 
(%), = V(g, - k). (77,),= -(71,),W+i7U. 
(77,,),= ((17,.),j2(-l?;‘(g,-h,)+2h:B, 
+7?[2(&)‘-(s, - k)((g,+, - 2% + s,-, W- II:q; * 
where f?,=(g,+, - g, _,)/2d - 11: and the superposed dash on h denotes differentiation with 
respect to <. Simplifications occur at i = 0 and i = I, where 11: = 0 and g,_, = 7 < r-1. 
Appendix 2. Fi.j.kr Gi.j.k and H;,j.li which appear in (2.19) 
The expressions are linear functions of 71 so we shall conveniently drop the subscript .i and 
define quantities such as F,,, as linear functions of 17 on 5 = 5,. To obtain F,.,,, from F;., simply 
set 77 equal to 9,. From (2.3) we have 
F,,, = (%,),.XH, +(%J,M.k. 
G,., = 2[(77.,),.& +(v, )JL]. 
H,.,= -2(H,)‘[(s,),(s,),,r+(o,),(11,),,,]. 
The terms not previous defined in Appendix 1 are 
(q>.),,,= -((v, 1,)’ and (71, ),,/, =0 if X- + i. 
(%),., = -(% ),(% )/. 
(%),.,+1 =-(~/2d)(q,.), fori=1.2 . . . . . I-l and (rl,)o,,=O. 
(~~,),,,_,=(~/2d)(~,), fori-1.2 . . . . . t-1 and (~,),,,_,=0. 
(~,),,~=0 if Ii-X-/> 1. 
(?j,,),.,= -2(.‘1,.),(~i,),+((rl,),)~[(~-1)~7:’+7)(49,-2/7,-R,+I-g,-1)/t~2l. 
bLvL.,+l = -(11,.),[11+2d(11,),+~~7:(~,-),]/d’ 
for i= 1,2..... I - 1 and (q,, )O.l = -277(71,.)/d’. 
(L) ,.,- *= -(7),.),[17-2d(~r),-dlf:(~,.),]/dZ 
fori=l,2 ,.... I-1 and (q.,,) ,,,_ ,= -211(77,.),/cl’. 
(T_,,),.~ =0 if Ii-- /iI> 1. 
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